What’s Wrong With Education Today?
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Nothing?
Eco-Teaching
Education Starts At Home

- Parents influence their children
  - Children follow blindly
  - There is currently a lack of knowledge among parents
Urgency
Urgency

Why me?
   And
Why now?

• Problem with educational approach
• If everyone felt this way, nothing would be done
• Energy sources are running out
Teaching Methods
Hitting the target

with your eyes closed.
Eyes Closed

• Conflicting teaching methods
  – Memorization, not questions
• Connecting facts
  – Learning history but not patterns
• Teaching innovation is missing
(Some) Teachers Lack Passion
A world without passion is like a song without a melody.
(Some) Teachers Lack Passion

• Emotional connection with students is missing
• Younger students must be involved in creative activities
• Balance between emotion and logic in the classroom
Government Support
Government Support

• What’s happening now
  – Lack of funding

• What’s really important
  – Green education